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ABSTRACT

MANETs are an innovative epitome of infrastructure-less, wireless communication for highly mobile users without usage of any such pre-existing infrastructure of communication. These networks can be formed as well as de-formed wherever and anywhere “on the fly” in the absenteeism of any sort of central administration unlike routers in wireline networks. These are composite, distributed, momentary, transitory, co-operative, possibly multi-hop, wireless, networks made up of a collection of dynamically self-organizing, self-creating, self-configuring, self-adaptive, self-administering, indiscriminately as well as arbitrarily located wireless transmitting and relaying nodes, which can possibly be bandwidth-constraint as well as resource (battery power)-constrained. In circumstances, where mobile telephony is either impossible or difficult to initiate, perhaps MANETs can be of great help whereby dependency on a costly infrastructure can be heavily reduced as equated to current situation in telecommunication wired as well as wireless networks. However, MANETs suffers from various shortcomings in comparison to wireline networks. Wireless networks is a “sea” of channels, with the objective to deliver required performance in most proficient manner, it becomes imperative for ‘Traffic Managers’ to administer Quality of Service (QoS) routes via regulating congestion by installing efficient routing mechanisms as well as congestion control mechanisms.

Here, varied Unicast as well as Multicast Routing protocol of MANETs were discussed, along with their Comparative Analysis for varied Simulation Metrics using Qualnet as Simulator is carried out. However, it is also established from simulation results of varied routing protocols that all of them exhibit different results under uniform MANET’s traffic environment, scenario and application environment. In MANETs, traffic management is one of the vital issues which are affected by routing to a great extent. So, there are various shortcomings in different routing protocols and it is difficult to choose routing protocol for different situations as there is trade-off between various protocols. Therefore, there is a necessity, inevitability and possibility of scheming efficacious Routing Protocols for MANET’S by transforming existing ones or developing newer ones according to necessities.

Here, numerous Routing Optimization Techniques as well as our Proposed Algorithm is extensively discussed along with its flowchart as well as its simulation environment in
MATLAB thereby realizing results and their analysis with varied count of nodes by comparing various parameters with BFOA as well as without BFOA for various performance metrics and finally conclusion is reached. Consequently, we can say that our Proposed Algorithm supported network is more efficient than preceding work.

Here, Congestion Control is extensively discussed along with Congestion collapse in wireless multi-hop networks, existing techniques for comparison with Proposed Technique named as Modified Adaptive Dynamic Congestion Control Technique (MAD-AODV) on simulation environment in Network Simulator (ns-2) thereby realizing results as well as their analysis for various performance metrics thereby finally conclusion is reached that our proposed method performs better than others on most of the performance metrics.

Here, Performance of varied TCP Variants in MANETs is extensively discussed along with impact of several factors on Variants of TCP as well as our Proposed Modified TCP Vegas using Network Simulator (ns-2.35 version) thereby realizing results and their analysis on the basis of mobility of nodes as well as Count (number) of nodes in the network for various performance metrics thereby finally conclusion is reached. After analyzing performance from simulated data and graphs, we found that Proposed Modified TCP Vegas is better than any other TCP variants for sending data and information due to better features embedded in it.

Here, various Quality of Service (QoS) centred Routing Protocols for MANETs is extensively discussed as well as our Proposed QoS Routing Protocol-Adaptive Hybrid QoS Routing Protocol (AH-AODV) for Estimation as well as selection of QoS Route contingent on various parameters using Network Simulator (ns-2.29 version) thereby realizing results and their analysis on various performance metrics, thereby finally conclusion is reached.

Here, Efficient Traffic Management is extensively discussed along with existing and proposed one using MATLAB as Simulator thereby realizing results and their analysis on the basis of Count (number) of nodes in the network for various performance metrics, thereby finally conclusion is reached.

So, Traffic classification system is a major technique for community as well as method protection within elaborate surroundings. To gain robust network traffic classification, a newer scheme is endorsed here to sort out main issues of unidentified purposes within the decisive effort of a minor ‘supervised training set’.
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